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To achieve e�ective connection between each node of the Internet of �ings (IoT), there is a great demand of precise positioning.
�e traditional �re�y localization algorithm only considers part of the ranging information, and the positioning e�ect is not good.
�erefore, an improved algorithm is proposed to take advantage of the ranging information between unknown nodes to achieve
cooperative location. First, all ranging information is considered to construct a new objective function. �e �re�y optimization
approach is then utilized to discover the best solution based on the new goal function.�e starting location created by the random
technique has a signi�cant impact on the new algorithm’s localization performance, thus the traditional �re�y localization
method’s initial position is employed to increase cooperative localization performance. �e simulation results demonstrate that
the novel approach outperforms the classic �re�y technique in terms of placement accuracy.

1. Introduction

Due to advancements in wireless communication technol-
ogy over the previous several decades, the Internet of �ings
(IoT) is now extensively employed in buildings and resi-
dences [1]. A typical Internet of �ings system consists of
low-power, low-cost devices that connect with one another
through the Internet. �e Internet of �ings’ primary
purpose is to guarantee that all devices, including sensors,
smartphones, wearable sensors, tablets, and transportation
systems, can connect with one another via a standard in-
terface. �is enables machine-to-machine communication
without the need for human intervention [2], potentially
reducing manual labour costs. One of the most crucial
di�culties in IoT is precise positioning. Consequently,
wireless localization, or the extraction of an object’s geo-
location information, has received a lot of attention. A
Global Positioning System module may o�er position in-
formation to a wireless device, but it is expensive and en-
ergy-intensive. As a result, GPS may not be suitable for all
IoT applications.

�e Internet of �ings (IOT) industry is growing at an
astonishing rate, with the application of location-based
services gradually permeating people’s lives. For example, in
a smart factory, the Internet of�ings collects key data of the
equipment in the factory in real time through sensors,
completes data storage, analysis, and other processing,
timely and e�ectively handles equipment failures, and en-
sures the normal operation of equipment. �e IoT man-
agement platform manages equipment in a uni�ed manner,
allocates and uses equipment reasonably, arranges pro-
duction plans, and improves the overall operational e�-
ciency of smart factories. In smart agriculture [3, 4], the
Internet of �ings collects data such as temperature, then
deals with these data, and combines precise positioning
information to achieve smart operation of agricultural
production. Precise positioning is the key to IoT location-
based service applications.

Node positioning requires ranging information. As
shown in Figure 1, the dotted line represents ranging in-
formation from unknown nodes to anchor nodes, and the
solid line represents ranging information between unknown
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nodes. According to ranging information provided by the
ranging methods such as arrival time [5, 6] or received signal
strength [7–9], a positioning equation system is established,
and the equation system is solved to obtain the position of
the node. Common solutionmethods include particle swarm
algorithm [10–12] and firefly algorithm [13–15]. &e firefly
algorithm has the advantages of few parameters to be ad-
justed, is easy to implement, has simple structure, etc., and it
is widely used. &e goal function in the traditional firefly
localization method only comprises ranging information
from unknown nodes to anchor nodes and does not fully use
the ranging information between unknown nodes, resulting
in limited positioning accuracy increase. In view of this, we
propose a firefly-based optimizationmethod. To increase the
position accuracy, the cooperative algorithm may make full
use of all range information.

In addition to our proposed algorithm, there are other
cooperative algorithms. Reference [16] searches for the
optimal solution along the gradient descent direction; ref-
erence [17] proposes a statistical manifold (SM) method,
which uses the Riemann metric tensor to correct the given
gradient optimization direction to find the optimal solution.
&ey all use the gradient information to find the appropriate
solution through iterative calculation, but the establishment
of the iterative coefficient matrix is very complicated. In the
literature [18, 19], the colocalization problem needs to be
transformed by a semidefinite programming (SDP) method.
It can only be solved for convex optimization problems.
However, this conversion process is more complicated. An
upgraded cuckoo search (CS) localization algorithm [20]
was presented that can exploit all of the distance information
available. In relation to the SDP and SM methods, both our
algorithm and the upgraded CS algorithm have relatively
simpler operation and do not need to establish a convex
optimization problem or construct an iterative coefficient
matrix.

&e reminder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the traditional firefly localization al-
gorithm and shows how to use the firefly algorithm to obtain
the estimated location of unknown nodes. Section 3 explains
that the traditional firefly localization algorithm has limited
room for improvement in accurate localization. &erefore,
we propose a firefly-based cooperative algorithm and de-
scribe the colocalization algorithm in detail. In Section 4, we
use MATLAB to conduct simulations and show the influ-
ence of ranging error, initial position, and search step size on
the positioning error. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Traditional Firefly Localization Algorithm

It is assumed that in the positioning area, the coordinates of
the anchor node are (uk, vk)k ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,K{ }; the coordinates
of the unknown node are (x, y). According to the ranging
information between the unknown node and all anchor
nodes, the established positioning equations are
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and dk represent the actual
distance and the measured distance from the k-th anchor
node (uk, vk) to the unknown node (x, y), respectively, and
ek represents the ranging error. Randomly initializing the
firefly position in the positioning area, the position of the
n-th firefly can be expressed as X ⌢ ^

n � (xn, yn)T, the ob-
jective function defined according to formula (1) is
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&rough the objective function given by formula (2), the
estimated position of the unknown node can be obtained by
using the firefly algorithm. Algorithm 1 gives the specific
flow of the traditional firefly algorithm.

3. Cooperative Localization Algorithms with
Firefly Optimization

In the traditional algorithm, the objective function only
considers the distance between the anchor node and the
unknown node and does not consider others. &e use of
ranging information is insufficient, resulting in very limited
space for improving the positioning accuracy. In view of this,
a firefly-based cooperative algorithm is proposed. First,
instead of selecting a random position as the initial position,
the initial position is determined by the traditional firefly
positioningmethod; then, all ranging information is used for
precise positioning.

Suppose there is K anchor node and I unknown node
randomly distributed in the positioning area, where the

Unknown node

Anchor node

Figure 1: &e positioning panorama for IoT network.
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position of the anchor node is expressed as (xk, yk),

k ∈ (1, . . . ,Κ), and the position of the unknown node is
expressed as (xi, yi), i ∈ (1, . . . , Ι). &e positioning equation
established according to the ranging information between all
the nodes and unknown node as
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where
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and di,k represent the real
distance and the measured distance from the anchor node to
the unknown node, respectively;
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and di,j
′ represent the real distance and measured distance

from the i-th unknown node to the j-th unknown node,
respectively. ei,k and ei,j

′ represent the ranging error. &e
cooperative process based on firefly optimization is as
follows:

(1) i � 1
(2) Calculate the initial position of the i-th unknown

node (xi, yi) by using the traditional firefly locali-
zation algorithm.

(3) Determine whether the initial position calculation of
all unknown nodes is completed; if not, i � i + 1, go
to step 2; otherwise, go to the next step.

(4) Suppose there is N firefly, X(l)
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where the random numbers r1 and r2 both obey the
zero mean normal distribution with variance σ2 � 1,
and l represents the number of searches.

(5) &e objective function defined according to formula
(3) is
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Among them, Κ2 � C1
ΙC

1
Κ + C2
Ι is the total number of

measured distances between all nodes. Calculate the
objective function value corresponding to each firefly
according to formula (5).

(6) Calculate the relative brightness of fireflies with
reference to the following formula:

I � I0e
− cr2mn , (6)

where rmn indicates the distance between fireflies, I0
indicates the strongest brightness, and c indicates
the absorption coefficient. &e relative brightness
can help you determine the direction of firefly
movement.

Input:
dk the measured distance from the k-th anchor node
(uk, vk) to the unknown node
Output:
(x, y) the estimated position of the unknown node

(1) Randomly initialize the fireflies;
(2) While maximum iteration is not reached do
(3) Calculate the objective value of the firefly using formula (2)
(4) Calculate the relative brightness of fireflies;
(5) Calculate the attraction of fireflies;
(6) Update the position
(7) end

ALGORITHM 1: Traditional firefly algorithm. Specific flow of the traditional firefly algorithm.
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(7) Calculate the attraction of fireflies with reference to
the following formula:

β � β0e
−cr2mn , (7)

where β0 represents the greatest attraction.
(8) Update the position with reference to the following

formula:

X
l+1
n � X

l
n + β X

l
m − X

l
n  + α × ε, (8)

where Xl
m is the position of the m-th firefly, α is the search

step, and the random number ε obeys a uniform distribution
on the interval (−0.5, 0.5).

Determine whether the maximum number of searches
has been reached. If the search is completed, the output
result is the optimal position of the unknown node. Oth-
erwise, jump to Step 5 and continue the search. Algorithm 2
gives the specific flow of the cooperative localization based
on firefly optimization, and notation of variables is given in
Table 1 for clarity.

4. Simulation Study

In simulation experiments, the main parameters of the
traditional firefly positioning algorithm are the fireflies’
number N � 20, the searches’ number L1 � 100, and the
search step α � 0.25. &e main parameters of the colocation
based on firefly optimization are the fireflies’ number
N � 20, the searches’ number L2 � 100, and the search step
α � 0.05. A rectangular positioning area is 12m × 12m in
which all nodes are randomly distributed. &e range
inaccuracy is supposed to have a variance of σ2 and a zero-
mean Gaussian distribution. &e positioning error is de-
fined as
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I
, (9)

where (xi, yi) represents the position of the i-th node.

4.1. Influence of Ranging Error on Positioning Error. As
shown in Figure 2, with the reduction of the ranging error,
the localization mistake of the localization algorithm also
decreases, but the localization error of the new algorithm is
significantly lower than that of the traditional firefly local-
ization algorithm. &is is because the new algorithm con-
siders not just the ranging information between the anchor
node and the unknown node but also the ranging infor-
mation among the unknown nodes, which increases
placement accuracy. According to Table 2, the improvement
percentage of positioning performance under different
conditions is different, but the improvement percentage is
more than 31%. Simultaneously, the improvement effect is
better as the number of unknown nodes increases.

An overview of these methods’ performance comparison
is provided by Table 3 in terms of ranging information usage,
complexity, operation procedure, and positioning accuracy.
All methods possess their drawbacks and advantages, which
make them more appropriate for specific uses.

4.2. Influence of Initial Position on Positioning Error. As
shown in Figure 3, when the colocalization algorithm based
on firefly optimization uses a randomly generated initial

Table 1: Notation of variables.

Notation Items
di,k, di,j
′ &e ranging distance

(uk, vk) &e position of the k-th anchor node
(xi, yi) &e position of the i-th unknown node
ei,k, ei,j
′ &e ranging error

Xl
n &e position of the n-th firefly

rmn &e distance between fireflies
β &e attraction of the firefly
α &e search step

Input:
di,k the measured distance from the k-th anchor node to the i-th unknown node,
di,j
′ the measured distance from the i-th unknown node to the j-th unknown node

Output:
(xi, yi), i ∈ (1, . . . , Ι) the estimated position of the i-th unknown node

(1) i� 1;
(2) while all the unknown nodes’ positions have not been calculated do
(3) calculate the initial position of the i-th unknown node using the firefly algorithm;
(4) i� i+ 1;
(5) end
(6) randomly initialize the fireflies;
(7) while maximum iteration is not reached do
(8) calculate the objective value of the firefly using formula (5)
(9) calculate the relative brightness of fireflies using formula (6);
(10) calculate the attraction of fireflies using formula (7);
(11) update the position;
(12) end

ALGORITHM 2: Cooperative localization algorithm based on firefly optimization. Specific flow of the cooperative localization algorithm.
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value, its localization error is larger than that of the tradi-
tional firefly algorithm.&e result shows that the initial value
generated by the random method seriously affects the lo-
calization of the new algorithm performance, and the initial
position provided by the traditional firefly algorithm sig-
nificantly improves the positioning accuracy of the new
algorithm.

4.3. Influenceof SearchStepSizeonPositioningError. &e size
of the search step is crucial for balancing the algorithm’s
global and local search capabilities. A bigger step size is
advantageous for increasing population variety, searching
for areas with more ideal values, improving global search

capability, and avoiding entering the premature convergence
position. A smaller step size can improve the local search
ability, which is conducive to refined search and improves
the accuracy of the positioning result. As shown in
Figure 4(b), the optimal value range of the search step size is
0.04–0.05.

4.4. Complexity Analysis. &e time complexity used for
traditional firefly positioning is approximately O(L1 ∗N2 ∗
K∗ I), where the number of anchor nodes is K, the number
of unknown nodes is I, the maximum number of searches is
L1, and the number of fireflies is N. &e time complexity of
firefly colocation is O(L1 ∗N2 ∗K∗ I) + O(L2 ∗N2 ∗ I2),
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Figure 2: &e variation of the positioning error with the variance of the ranging error. (a) I� 8, K� 4; (b) I� 16, K� 4.

Table 2: Improvement percentage of the positioning performance.

Ranging error
Positioning error/m, I� 8

Improvement percentage
Positioning error/m, I� 16 Improvement

percentageTraditional firefly Proposed method Traditional firefly Proposed method
0.4 0.9067 0.6183 31.8 0.8570 0.503 41.3
0.8 1.2080 0.7868 34.9 1.1635 0.6303 45.8
1.2 1.4259 0.9438 33.8 1.3863 0.726 47.6
1.6 1.5514 1.0232 34 1.6133 0.8712 46
2 1.7385 1.1799 32.1 1.7426 0.9272 46.8

Table 3: Performance comparison of positioning methods.

Method Ranging information usage Complexity Operation procedure Positioning accuracy
PSO, firefly Part Low Low Low
Proposed method, upgraded CS ALL High Middle High
SDP, SM ALL High High High
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where L2 is the maximum number of searches. In contrast to
the placement method, the new technique searches for
unknown nodes using range information, which leads to an
increase O(L∗N2 ∗ I2) in time complexity, but brings the
benefits of significantly improved positioning accuracy.

5. Conclusion

&is work has enhanced the localization performance of
standard firefly technique by making full use of all
range information to accomplish cooperative location. &e
algorithm creates an objective function with range

information between unknown nodes, which it then solves
using the firefly optimization process. &e simulation re-
sults justify that our proposed approach may lessen range
error’s impact. In the future, this research can also be
applied to the Internet of &ings, which rapidly expands a
wide range of applications by connecting everything,
moving towards a smart future world. It is very helpful for
the precise positioning of various devices in the Internet of
&ings. &e upcoming 5G-based IoT has many complex
application scenarios that require more efficient location
services, so this research has far-reaching implications for
the Internet of &ings.
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Figure 3: &e effect of initial value on positioning accuracy. (a) I� 8, K� 4; (b) I� 16, K� 4.
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Figure 4: Influence of different search step size on positioning error. (a) I� 8, K� 4; (b) I� 16, K� 4.
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